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Governance of Sustainability Comes to the 

Fore  
Governance issues remain the most prominent and dynamic ESG 
Relevance Scores (ESG.RS) across all of Fitch Ratings’ asset classes. 
Over 2Q21, 86% of all ESG.RS score changes were in Governance 
factors. This reflects how, increasingly, governance of social and 
environmental risks and contingency planning are seen as strategic 
concerns for businesses. Governance risks in Financial Institutions 
were the top reason for increased ESG.RS in 2Q21, mostly related 
to ‘Governance Structure’ (GGV). Some of these changes follow 
changes in ratings outlooks driven by events related to gaps in risk 
and control functions. Government influence was also a cause for 
elevated ESG.RS scores in both GGV and ‘Management Strategy’ 
(GEX). 

EU Sustainable Finance Strategy to Be 

Disruptive  
The EU Commission set out its renewed Sustainable Finance 
Strategy at the beginning of July, which looks set to be disruptive to 
the wider sustainable finance market and have impacts beyond 
Europe. As well as its proposals on tightening rules on green bond 
issuance, the package points to regulation and standardisation of 
sustainable and transition bonds, green mortgages and ESG data 
providers. Regulation is likely to be highly disruptive given the lack 
of common standards across these areas, but over the medium term 
this could support the supply of higher levels of sustainable finance 
access.  

Some developments, such as the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation and wider pressure from institutional investors, are 
placing pressure on investment funds, money market funds and 
private equity investors for wider and more transparent adoption 
of ESG investing principles. This could add further momentum to 
disclosure. 

Sustainability-Linked Bond Market Expands 

Outside of Europe  
The EU’s Sustainable Finance Strategy comes at a time of rapid 
expansion in sustainability-linked issuance. The number of 
sustainability-linked bond issuers in 1H2021 is already two-times 
that of 2020’s total. While Europe is still the largest region of 
activity, issuers in Asia, North America, and South America have 
come to the market this year, representing a wide range of 
countries, sectors, and key performance indicators (KPIs).  

  

‘From the publication of the EU’s revised 
Sustainable Finance Strategy to the first 
update of the Green Bond Principles in three 
years, a pattern is emerging of regulators and 
standard setters working in tandem to support 
the growth of green and sustainable finance in 
underserved sectors and regions’  

David McNeil, Director, Fitch Ratings  
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Governance Issues Present for Most Sectors  

Banking Governance Structure Key Risk in 2Q21 

Governance was the most significant area of ESG risk for ratings 
decisions in 2Q21, with a total of 53 ESG.RS governance scores 
rising to ‘4’ or ‘5’. Our 2021 ESG Trends report highlighted the role 
that ESG investing is having on the debate around reform of 
corporate governance codes, such as clarification of directors’ 
duties and board composition. 

 

Elevated scores for GGV made up the bulk of score changes, mainly in 
banks, with Fitch analysts highlighting issues with risk management 
and internal controls. Citigroup Inc. (A/Stable) and its subsidiaries had 
GGV scores increased to ‘4’ related to an incorrect transfer of 
USD900 million to a client’s creditors, and subsequent investigation 
by the US Federal Reserve, in 2020. Similarly, Fitch raised Credit 
Suisse Group AG (A-/Negative) and other group companies to a GGV 
score of ‘4’ following a series of large-scale credit risk events.  

In Brazil, Fitch scored two government-owned development banks 
– Banco Nacional de Desenvolvimento Economico e Social (BNDES) 
and Banco do Nordeste do Brasil S.A. (both ‘BB-’/Negative) – ‘4’ for 
GGV related to the level of influence the federal government can 
exert over the banks’ policies. A similar trend occurred among 
Bolivian and Turkish banks, with scores of ‘4’ for GEX assigned to 
several issuers over concerns about government involvement in the 
banking sector. 

  

However, there were falls in ESG.RS for such high-profile issuers as 
Volkswagen AG (BBB+/Positive) (to ‘4’ from ‘5’ on ‘GHG Emissions 
and Air Quality’, and GEX) on the basis of a reduction in liabilities 
from the so-called Dieselgate emissions scandal) and Danske Bank 
A/S (A/Stable), which saw a similar decrease in liabilities from a 
money-laundering scandal. This led to a reduction in its GGV score 
to ‘3’ from ‘4’.  

Social Risks Management Show Credit Impact for NBFIs 

We also saw a small number of upward revisions of social scores 
based on positive credit impact. Renewable energy financing 
specialist Hannon Armstrong Sustainable Infrastructure Capital, 
Inc. (BB+/Stable) has an ESG.RS of ‘4[+]’ for ‘Exposure to Social 
Impacts’ as the shift in consumer awareness and preferences 
toward renewable energy and ESG aspects benefits the company’s 
business model and its earnings and profitability, which has a 
positive impact on the credit profile.  

Occasionally, social issues can have a positive impact on credit 
ratings and recently analysts have identified ‘Human Rights, 
Community Relations, Access & Affordability’ as an issue that 
positively influences the ratings of some banks and non-bank 
financial institutions (NBFIs), where financial access is often a key 
concern in emerging markets and presents opportunities.  

Social issues typically have a more prominent influence on NBFIs 
than for their banking peers. About 10% of rated NBFIs have at least 
one score of ‘4’ or ‘5’ relating to social issues, compared with 3% for 
rated banks, predominantly negative impacts on the rating. For 
rated NBFIs, protection of vulnerable borrowers and fair messaging 
are the leading elements.  

Customer welfare concerns are becoming increasingly important 
and we expect NBFIs that lend at high rates, such as consumer 
finance companies, to face tighter consumer protection legislation 
across many markets. This may give rise to heightened social risks if 
not adequately managed and there are several lenders within our 
rated NBFI portfolio whose ratings are negatively affected from 
social issues, including risks associated with repossession, fair 
lending or data collection practices. 

Fitch research has highlighted that customer welfare issues are 
increasingly credit relevant within the high-cost consumer lending 
and debt purchasing/servicing sectors, with over a quarter of 
issuers in these sectors having an elevated score of ‘4’ as a result of 
tightening consumer protection regulations as a result of Covid-19 
and temporary forbearance measures.  
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Issuers with ESG.RS Increasing to '4' or '5'

Fitch ESG Relevance Scores 
Fitch launched ESG.RS for 1,534 corporate issuers in January 
2019 and has since published more than 150,000 ESG.RS for 
more than 10,700 issuers, transactions and programmes across 
corporates, financial institutions, sovereigns, public finance, 
infrastructure, structured finance and covered bonds. The 
scores, which are produced by Fitch’s analytical teams, 
transparently and consistently display both the relevance and 
materiality of individually identified ESG risk elements to the 
rating decision. 

ESG.RS Scale 

Score 
Impact on 
credit Description 

1 None Irrelevant to the entity, transaction or 
programme rating and irrelevant to the sector 

2 None Irrelevant to the entity, transaction or 
programme rating but relevant to the sector 

3 Low  Minimally relevant to rating; either very low 
impact or actively managed resulting in no 
entity, transaction or programme rating impact 

4 Medium  Relevant to the entity, transaction or 
programme rating but not a key driver; has a 
rating impact in combination with other factors 

5 High  Highly relevant, a key rating driver that has a 
significant impact on the entity, transaction or 
programme rating on an individual basis 

Source: Fitch Ratings 
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Governance Dominates Infrastructure, but Social Risks 
Persist 

In infrastructure and project finance, governance issues remain the 
single most influential ESG factor in ratings, although social factors 
are notable in the transportation sector, such as toll roads and 
ports. The latter demonstrates the importance of community and 
labour relations to project viability. Elsewhere, contentious labour 
relations at ports have impeded operations due to work stoppages, 
and has been noted as a rating influence since the ESG.RS were 
launched. The global focus on environmental risks has been a 
catalyst for new issuance in the sector, with a significant number of 
new financings of hydro, solar and wind projects. 

By contrast, environmental factors tend to have a more limited 
impact for issuers within the infrastructure and project finance 
sectors, except for isolated examples of delays to transportation 
and offshore infrastructure projects stemming from extreme 
weather events. Texas’s San Angelino Waterworks and Sewer 
System saw its ‘Exposure to Environmental Impacts’ score raised to 
‘4’ from ‘3’ due to a prolonged drought in 2Q21 and limited water 
supply and reservoir storage. Other US public finance issuers, such 
as Fresno’s water and sewer company, were seen to have fairly high 
exposure to drought and other environmental risks. 

Governance risks remain prominent in both US and international 
public finance, with several issuers recording newly elevated scores 
for ‘Rule of Law’, ‘Financial Transparency’, ‘Group Structure’ or GGV. 

Cyber Risks Highlight Links to Governance  

As we highlighted in our report for 1Q21, cyber issues are on the 
rise as material ESG risks to credit. This trend has intensified, with 
several high-profile breach events. The US Colonial Pipeline 
ransomware attack in May, attacks on JBA SA facilities in the US 
and Australia in early June and the Solarwinds supply-chain hack, 
which affected several government agencies as well as private 

companies such as Microsoft, highlights the shifting nature of cyber 
risks over the past two years. Criminals are increasingly pivoting 
from the direct theft of data to disrupting critical operations using 
ransomware and exfiltrating information.  

The recent proliferation of ransomware attacks underscores how 
cyber risk is cutting across sectors and becoming a growing global 
security and financial threat. These attacks increased by 485% in 
2020, according to Bitdefender, and accounted for nearly a quarter 
of all cyber incidents, with total global costs estimated at USD20 
billion by Cybersecurity Ventures. Ransomware attacks that were 
accompanied by a threat to release stolen data are rising and made 
up 77% of total attacks in 1Q21. This has helped drive up the cost of 
these attacks, with a 43% increase in the average ransom payment 
in two years to USD220,298 in 2Q21, according to Coveware.   

As we noted following the Colonial Pipeline attack, public 
infrastructure is highly vulnerable to cyber risks, which can pose 
broad financial risks through disruption to other areas of the 
economy. As a result, many companies and government agencies 
now treat cybersecurity on a par with financial and legal risks, and 
frequently stress-test their cyber defences. 

Making systems and businesses resilient to attacks requires robust 
capital investment in digital defences, as well as training in how to 
manage these risks.  

Updated Bond Standards Aim to Provide 

Structure to Expanding Market 
The growth in the green, social, and sustainability (GSS) bond 
market continued unabated in 1H21. More than USD200 billion in 
green bonds had been issued as of end-June, two-thirds of the total 
for 2020, according to the Climate Bonds Initiative.  

With the large expansion of this market, many issuers and investors 
have sought clarity on how to avoid “greenwashing.” The 
International Capital Markets Association (ICMA) introduced 
updates to the Green Bond Principles (GBP), Social Bond Principles 
(SBP), and Sustainability Bond Guidelines (SBG) in June 2021 
aiming to address some of these concerns.  

The first focuses on alignment to frameworks. The ICMA now 
recommends that issuers explain in writing how their bond 
programme directly aligns with the GBP/SBP and, where possible, 
to national or regional taxonomies. The new GBP provides the 
equivalent of its green eligible project categories in standards from 
China, the Climate Bonds Initiative, the Multilateral Development 
Bank-International Development Finance Club joint climate 
finance group, and the EU. For social and sustainable bonds, 
alignment of activities with the UN Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs) is recommended. 
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High-Level Equivalence of Green Project Categories 
Across Classification Standards 

GBP project 
categories 

China Green 
Bond  CBI MDB-IDFC EU taxonomy 

Renewable 
energy 

Clean energy Energy 
generation, 
transmission 
& storage 

Renewable 
energy 

Energy 

Energy efficiency Energy-
efficiency 
improvement 

 Energy 
efficient 
transmission 
& distribution 
systems 

Various 
activities 
including 
information, 
communition, 
professsional, 
scientific & 
technical 
activities 

Pollution 
prevention & 
control 

Pollution 
prevention & 
treatment; 
integrated 
utilisation of 
resources 

Waste 
management 

Waste Water supply, 
sewerage, 
waste 
management 
& remediation 

Environmentally 
sustainable 
management of 
living natural 
resources & land 
use 

Green 
agriculture; 
ecological 
agriculture 

Agriculture, 
forestry, land 
conservation 
& restoration 

Agriculture, 
forestry & 
land use 

Forestry 

Terrestrial & 
aquatic 
biodiversity 
conservation 

Ecological 
protection & 
construction 

 Afforestation, 
reforestation, 
& biosphere 
conservation 

Environmental 
potection & 
restoration 
activities 

Clean 
transportation 

Green 
transportation 

Land 
transport & 
shipping 

Transport Transport 

Sustainable 
water & 
wastewater 
management 

Water saving 
& non-
convential 
water 
resources 

Water 
infrastructure 

Wastewater Water supply, 
sewerage, 
waste 
management 
& remediation 

Climate change 
adaptation 

n.a. Not an activity 
but one of the 
environmental 
objectives 

n.a. Not an activity 
but one of the 
environmental 
objectives 

Circular 
economy 

Integrated 
utilisation of 
resources 

Industry & 
energy 
intensive 
commercial 

Low-carbon 
technologies; 
energy 
efficiency in 
industry 

Manufacturing 

Green buildings Sustainable 
buildings 

Buildings Energy 
efficiency in 
buildings 

Construction 
& real estate 
activities; 
professional 
services 
related to 
energy 
performance 
of buildings 

Source: Fitch Ratings, ICMA (Green Project Mapping, June 2021) 

 

 

The second recommendation is that issuers engage an external 
review provider or auditor both pre- and post-issuance, to ensure 
that the bond is appropriately aligned to the principles, and for 
tracking of use of proceeds to the correct activities.   

We view the amended principles as beneficial to investors, many of 
whom struggle to determine how sustainable a bond is based on the 
information provided in prospectuses. Issuers that fail to meet the 
recommendations on external review and framework alignment 
may face more hesitation from ESG-oriented investors. The 
clarification on how ‘transition’ can be used in the context of use-of-
proceed bonds makes clear that it is not a standalone label but one 
that is intended to sit alongside a GSS or sustainability-linked bond. 

The EU’s revised Sustainable Finance Strategy includes the 
publication of the taxonomy-aligned EU Green Bond Standard, 
which we expect to support standardisation of the market and will 
require issuance against the standard to be approved by EU-
registered external reviewers before being brought to market.  

The European Securities and Markets Authority will be responsible 
for maintaining a central registration and authorisation regime for 
these reviewers, and issuers will be required to obtain pre and post 
issuance assessments. The European Commission (EC) indicated 
that it is exploring a similar model for sustainability and transition 
finance. 

The passage of the ESG Disclosure Simplification Act of 2021 by the 
US House of Representatives, if replicated in the Senate, could 
accelerate the growth of sustainability-linked loans and bonds by 
requiring publicly listed companies to disclose specific ESG 
performance data. A uniform disclosure framework would help ESG 
investors adhere to investment guidelines by providing better 
transparency and comparability across issuers. 

These measures should further reinforce the growth of 
sustainability-linked bonds and loans. Regulatory requirements 
requiring large companies to report on non-financial risk factors in 
the EU, the UK and the US have increased the amount of internal 
knowledge corporates have of their own ESG impacts, making 
tracking progress easier. Several central banks have announced 
policies supportive of sustainability-linked bonds, either through 
including them in purchasing programmes or providing subsidies for 
issuers.  

Fitch believes that expansion of these products will primarily lead 
to increased integration of sustainability into management 
strategy. We expect the credit impact of both loans and bonds to be 
minimal at first given the small share of overall corporate borrowing 
that these facilities represent, but could become significant over 
time given the rapid growth in demand for these instruments.  

Sustainability-Linked Bonds Gaining Ground 

in New Regions, Sectors  
Both regulators and standard setters are united in the drive 
towards increasing issuance of sustainability-linked debt in 
underserved regions (particularly large emerging markets) and 
sectors. Trends from 2Q21 appear encouraging in this regard. 

  

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_3405
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10169508
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10142066
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10142066
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The sustainability-linked bond has become a popular ESG bond 
format in the year since the ICMA published its sustainability-linked 
bond principles (SLBPs) in June 2020. Nearly USD27 billion in SLBs 
have been issued in 2021 – about three times the total for 2020. 
European entities were the first to the market and accounted for 
about 87% of total issuers last year. In the first half of 2021 we have 
seen a much wider regional diversification; just over half of issuers 
this year are European. Italian utility Enel S.p.A. (A-/Stable) 
continues to be a pioneer, having issued the first KPI-linked bonds 
in 2019 before the framework was established and converted its 
entire bond programme into SLBs. Its June issue is the largest SLB 
to date, raising EUR3.25 billion. Another Italian company, Eni SpA 
(A-/Stable), was the first oil and gas company to issue an SLB in May 
2021 with KPIs tied to renewable energy capacity and carbon 
emissions.  

 

Asia is the second-most represented region and issuers cover a 
breadth of countries and sectors. Among Fitch’s rated issuers is 
India’s first SLB from UltraTech Cement Limited (BBB-/Negative), 
food and agribusiness PT Japfa Comfeed Indonesia Tbk (BB-
/Stable) and Hong Kong-based shipping company Seaspan 
Corporation (BB/Stable). There have been 13 North American 
issuers in 2021 representing Canada, Mexico and the US. This 
includes two issuers from the telecommunications sector – TELUS 
Corp. (BBB+/Stable), Canada’s first – and Level 3 Financing, Inc. 
(BB/Stable).  

In Latin America, sustainable bonds are a growing presence and 
diversification across sectors has improved in the past three years. 
Up to 2017, pulp & paper, food & beverage and energy were the only 
segments with presence in the sustainable market. Since 2019, 
issuers from auto & related, technology, chemicals, telecom, 
consumer, real estate, transportation and sugar & ethanol have 
accessed the sustainable bonds market. 

Brazil has been the main source of South American companies in the 
SLB market, primarily in the pulp and paper sector. In June, meat 
producer JBS S.A. (BBB-/Stable) followed its American subsidiary 
Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation (BBB-/Stable) into the market – the 
latter having issued USD1 billion in April. JBS’s bonds raised the 
same amount and the company has a target to reduce Scope 1 and 
2 greenhouse gas emissions by 30% by 2030.  

 

Supply Lags Demand Significantly in Real Estate  

There is growing interest in the role SLBs could play in real estate, 
which is grappling with the combination of tightening regulatory 
standards and undersupply of eligible green building assets and 
mortgages. In early 2021, New World Development Company 
Limited became the world’s first real estate developer to price a US 
dollar SLB, committing to 100% renewable energy for Greater Bay 
Area properties by 2025-2026. The 10-year, USD200 million bond 
was oversubscribed by six times at its peak, with strong interest 
from institutional investors.  

Numerous European initiatives to enhance energy efficiency in 
buildings have been rolled out since 4Q20. We view these as 
insufficient to significantly boost supply of energy-efficient 
mortgages to finance acquisition, construction and/or renovation of 
properties serving as collateral for green residential mortgage-
backed securities (RMBS) and covered bonds.  

The EC estimates that about 75% of the building stock in Europe is 
energy-inefficient (high consumption and emissions) with the 
remainder largely comprising residential properties built since 
2011 under stricter building standards. The April 2021 EU 
Taxonomy Climate Delegated Act defines environmentally 
sustainable buildings as those bearing EPCs of A to C, or 
representing 15%-30% of the most energy-efficient buildings in a 
country.   

Analysis of European housing stock shows wide variation between 
countries in the average age of housing stock, with some countries 
having a much older stock for which retrofit for energy efficiency 
will be more costly and disruptive.  
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The EC seeks to revise the Energy Performance of Buildings 
Directive in 2021 and the UK is also updating its buildings 
standards. These initiatives would need the support of public and 
private funds to increase the number of environmentally 
sustainable properties, which could collateralise RMBS and 
covered bonds.  

Regulators, Standard Setters Ramp Up Focus 

on Climate Risk  

Disclosure Requirements Begin to Take Shape  

The second quarter of 2021 saw an acceleration of trends towards 
regulatory push for disclosure and standardisation of ESG data. This 
included the first central bank climate stress tests and asset 
manager reporting under the Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation.  

A proposal for an EU Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive 
(CSRD) was also adopted, which would increase the number of 
companies subject to mandatory reporting and require third-party 
audit of reporting. For banks, it will also be instrumental in 
supporting calculation and reporting of Green Asset Ratios from 
2022. The requirement for auditing of data by third parties is likely 
to prove particularly disruptive as the majority of ESG data are self-
reported by companies and not subject to formal audit or assurance 
requirements.  

The CSRD is intended to be expanded in scope to incorporate small 
to medium-sized businesses, where the challenges of data 
collection and reporting may be considerable. 

Regulators Promote Development of Transition Finance  

The EU’s revised Sustainable Finance Strategy was announced in 
early July, including 22 new actions and a strong focus on 
“facilitating action to transition finance”, through such measures as 
changes to the EU taxonomy and standardisation of transition and 
sustainability-linked bonds. Other actions include preparing an 
analysis of risks to the financial system arising from biodiversity 
loss, mandatory climate scenario analysis in the insurance sector 
and deeper regulatory scrutiny of ESG ratings provider 
methodologies and data.  

At the same time, the ECB announced a roadmap for the integration 
of climate factors into monetary policy, in particular the integration 
of climate risk into ratings of debt used as collateral or bought 
through asset purchase programmes. It committed to climate-
related risk disclosures for its Corporate Sector Purchase 
Programme, which purchases more than EUR5 billion of bonds a 
month, by 2022.  

Japan’s Financial Services Agency (FSA) announced it is considering 
mandating climate-related financial risk disclosures by regulated 
banks and insurers. In May, the FSA published Basic Guidelines for 
Transition Finance, intended to promote the standardisation and 
growth of transition finance in the form of bonds and loans, and 
align with the country’s 2050 emissions target. 

 

 

The EU’s revised Delegated Act of the Taxonomy includes references 
to supporting ‘transition’ activities, such as natural gas and nuclear 
projects, despite considerable contention on the inclusion of these 
activities. The changes could face resistance in the EU Council and 
Parliament. Increased flexibility on inclusion of transitional activities 
is also likely to permit activities that ‘enable’ compliance with the 
taxonomy criteria over a five-year period, a measure that could prove 
beneficial to energy intensive sectors seeking access to finance for 
low-carbon transition, such as steelmaking or mining. 

The EC plans to publish a report detailing activities that cause 
‘significant harm’ to the taxonomy objectives. This requirement has 
previously taken the form of qualitative assessment and Fitch 
research has highlighted the potential for such a ‘brown’ taxonomy 
to help standardise negative screening, which remains the most 
widely deployed ESG investing strategy.  

Corporates and investors will also face the emergence of 
taxonomies in other countries, including Australia, Canada, China 
and Singapore. Those taxonomies may have different priorities, 
such as substitution of coal with natural gas. Engagement between 
the EU, China and other countries is continuing through the 
International Platform on Sustainable Finance. We expect it to 
report in autumn 2021 on activities that are accepted as sustainable 
across regions, otherwise referred to as the “common ground 
taxonomy”. This could reduce the reporting burden for corporates 
and investors operating across geographies while acting as a 
benchmark from which regional considerations can be adapted. 

Collaborative Actions Build Momentum  

Despite heightened regulatory activity, investors themselves are a 
driver of increased requirements for disclosure. This includes such 
coalitions as the UN-convened Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance, 
and Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI). Some 41 new 
signatories to the Net Zero Asset Managers Alliance bring total 
assets under management (AUM) within the initiative to USD43 
trillion. This trend towards investor coalitions pushing for wider 
disclosure of climate and sustainability performance has led to 
enhanced disclosure by corporates in key markets such as China, 
according to the PRI.  

The merger of established standard-setters IIRC and SASB into the 
Value Reporting Foundation in June came in response to calls from 
investors for more clarity and comprehensiveness in corporate ESG 
reporting. While reporting costs and resourcing requirements 
remain high, and are likely to rise with increased emphasis on third-
party verification and assurance of reporting, these disclosures are 
increasingly likely to present costs of market access.  

The revised EU Sustainable Finance Action Plan will ask European 
supervisors and national regulators to ensure that rules preventing 
investors from ‘acting in concert’ do not ‘impede collaborative 
engagement by investors around common sustainability goals’. The 
current guidance is believed to create uncertainty as to what 
collaborative investor actions are permissible with regard to 
climate action and sustainability performance. At the same time, the 
revised plan emphasises that the EC is exploring guidance options 
to ensure voluntary climate and sustainability reporting details 
‘credible’ transition plans.

 

https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10162665
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10162665
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10159822?utm_campaign=Fitch-Wire&utm_medium=email&mkt_tok=NzMyLUNLSC03NjcAAAF8mRL5FdrpyN9EqWyqP-wyspjJq63VqhWBVfntVKYSuLC4KWH8y0V9t_jylCxkFZJVlbkurVdxnF9ByEsuiZGje0TSkmGpw9DO6OOK2E0i1kKezuYRSg&utm_source=newsletter&utm_content=main
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10159822?utm_campaign=Fitch-Wire&utm_medium=email&mkt_tok=NzMyLUNLSC03NjcAAAF8mRL5FdrpyN9EqWyqP-wyspjJq63VqhWBVfntVKYSuLC4KWH8y0V9t_jylCxkFZJVlbkurVdxnF9ByEsuiZGje0TSkmGpw9DO6OOK2E0i1kKezuYRSg&utm_source=newsletter&utm_content=main
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10147748
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Funds Under Pressure to Increase Focus on 

ESG 
Spurred by disclosure regulations such as the EU Sustainable 
Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) there is growing evidence of 
both traditional investment managers and money market funds 
increasing their focus on ESG issues.  

Fitch’s survey of rated investment managers following the 
introduction of SFDR in March 2021 found that they classify a 
significant proportion of their funds as Article 6 (non-sustainable, 
do not integrate any kind of sustainability into the investment 
process) but that there is a momentum towards Article 8 
(promoting environmental or social objectives) or Article 9 (having 
sustainable investment objectives). Sustainability has become an 
important differentiating factor for investment managers. It has led 
to pressure from institutional investors to comply with stricter 
Article 8 and 9 criteria, with many investment managers unable to 
do so likely to lose market share and assets under management over 
time, unless they can differentiate themselves in other ways, such 
as superior performance net of fees.   

Sustainable funds saw record net inflows in 2020 and accounted for 
11% of European AUM at end-2020, according to Morningstar. 
Most demand for sustainable products in recent years has been 
from institutional investors, but there are signs that ESG 
momentum is gaining traction with retail investors. 

 

Similarly, the categorisation of money market funds (MMFs) under 
the SFDR may affect funds’ attractiveness to investors and could 
affect inflows and outflows as more investors focus on ESG. We 
expect funds that classify themselves under Article 8 to have a 
competitive advantage over Article 6 funds. Global ESG MMF 
assets increased by 50% in 2020, compared with a 20% rise in 
overall MMF assets, according to Fitch's analysis.  

Fitch’s survey of European MMF managers found that most 
categorised funds under Article 6 but were under similar pressures 
to align with Article 8 (Article 9 being seen as not feasible currently 
from a MMF perspective). All but one of the fund managers 

indicated a certain degree of integrating sustainability 
considerations into investment decisions.  

Private Equity Investors Face Pressure for 

ESG Integration  
Much of the focus of ESG investing has come from public markets, 
but increasingly private markets are engaging on these topics, both 
from a risk and opportunity perspective. Private equity investors, 
for example, have been key financiers of fossil fuel assets in recent 
years as public sources of financing have shrunk for some assets 
such as thermal coal in markets, such as Europe and North America.  

Global private equity AUM are expected to double by 2025, so the 
pace of adoption of climate and environmental considerations by 
the sector could have wide repercussions for low-carbon transition. 
Private equity firms have continued to invest in fossil fuel assets 
divested by public companies and financial institutions on the basis 
of expected short-term returns. These include several large thermal 
coal investments in Europe, India and North America. Financing oil 
and gas projects has been resilient despite the industry downturn 
over the past year and large losses in US shale in recent years. 

At the same time, many institutional investor limited partners are 
pushing for wider adoption of ESG principles in private equity, with 
over 80% of assets in Europe affected by such policies. We expect 
Blackstone’s recently announced goal of cutting emissions by 15% 
within the first three years of an investment to be replicated by 
peers. Analysis of low-carbon policy coverage of private equity 
assets shows strong regional differentials.  

 

Moreover, private equity deals in solar and wind projects are 
growing in scale, as investors increasingly look to the project 
development phase in pursuit of better returns. As with wider 
renewable investments, this is supported by increasing 
technological and market maturity.  

Incentives for private equity to integrate climate concerns into 
investment decision-making are generally weaker than in public 
markets, but any move in this direction could be highly disruptive to 
low-carbon transition given the ability of private equity to rapidly 
deploy large volumes of capital. Indeed, ESG performance 
considerations are increasingly seen as a consideration in merger 
and acquisition activity in public markets, and as a key 
consideration for private equity investors looking to exit 
investments through initial public offerings at the end of their 
normal ownership period.  
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Appendix: Referenced Reports 

Special Reports 

2021 ESG Trends (January 2021) 

Where ESG Matters for NBFI Ratings (July 2021)  

High-Cost Consumer Lender ESG Risks Rise (February 2021)  

Where ESG Matters for Infrastructure and Project Finance 
(July 2021)  

Ransomware Attacks a Growing Security and Financial Threat 
(May 2021) 

Public Infrastructure Cyberattacks May Pose Broad Financial Risk 
(June 2021) 

ESG Disclosure Law Would Aid US Corporate Sustainable Debt 
Issuance (July 2021) 

Sustainability-Linked Debt Products Bring ESG into Credit 
Decisions (November 2020) 

Latin American Sustainable Bond Market (A Growing Presence) 
(July 2021) 

Supply of Green Mortgages Still Low for RMBS, Covered Bonds 
(June 2021) 

EU Sustainability Data to Help Banks Compute Green Asset Ratios 
(May 2021) 

EU Green Taxonomy to Channel Capital to Sustainable Activities 
(April 2021) 

"Brown" Taxonomy Could Standardise Negative ESG Screening 
(December 2020) 

European Traditional Investment Managers Increase Focus on 
ESG (July 2021) 

EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Rules May Influence MMF 
Flows (April 2021) 

Shifting Ownership Patterns of Fossil Fuel Assets and 
Decarbonisation (May 2021) 

 

Tools and Webinars 

2Q21 ESG Quarterly  

ESG in Global Money Market Funds  

China’s Decarbonization Ambitions 

Climate Change Across Portfolios, Sectors and Regions  

Latest Developments in Climate Risks: From Regulatory Changes 
to Scenario Analysis  

U.S./Canada Energy & Natural Resources One Year Post-COVID-
19 Lockdown 

Key for Elements with ESG.RS Increasing to ‘4’ or ‘5’ 
Chart on Page 2 

EAQ: GHG Emissions & Air Quality 

EHZ: Waste, Biodiversity & Ecological Impacts 

EIM: Exposure to Environmental Impacts 

SCR: Community Relations & Social Access 

SCW: Customer Welfare, Product Safety, Data Security 

SIM: Exposure to Social Impacts 

SDT: Population Demographics 

GEX: Management Strategy  

GGV: Governance Structure  

GST: Group Structure 

GTR: Financial Transparency 

GCR: Creditor Rights 

GDQ: Data Transparency 

GRL: Rule of Law, Institutional Regulatory Quality, Control of 
Corruption 
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https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10167454
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10167454
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10162665
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10162665
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10159822?utm_campaign=Fitch-Wire&utm_medium=email&mkt_tok=NzMyLUNLSC03NjcAAAF8mRL5FdrpyN9EqWyqP-wyspjJq63VqhWBVfntVKYSuLC4KWH8y0V9t_jylCxkFZJVlbkurVdxnF9ByEsuiZGje0TSkmGpw9DO6OOK2E0i1kKezuYRSg&utm_source=newsletter&utm_content=main
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10159822?utm_campaign=Fitch-Wire&utm_medium=email&mkt_tok=NzMyLUNLSC03NjcAAAF8mRL5FdrpyN9EqWyqP-wyspjJq63VqhWBVfntVKYSuLC4KWH8y0V9t_jylCxkFZJVlbkurVdxnF9ByEsuiZGje0TSkmGpw9DO6OOK2E0i1kKezuYRSg&utm_source=newsletter&utm_content=main
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10147748
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10147748
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_RPT_10168878
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_RPT_10168878
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10157378
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_PR_10157378
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_RPT_10162418
https://app.fitchconnect.com/search/research/article/FR_RPT_10162418
https://events.fitchratings.com/2q21esgquarterlysession1
https://events.fitchratings.com/esginglobalmoneymarketfunds
https://www.fitchratings.com/podcasts/china-perspectives-chinas-decarbonization-ambitions-31-05-2021
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An ESG Rating is an assessment of the Environmental, Social and Governance (“E”, “S” and “G”) qualities of financial instruments and/or entities. An ESG Rating 
is not a credit rating. ESG Ratings are provided by Sustainable Fitch, a separate division of Fitch Ratings. Sustainable Fitch has established certain policies and 
procedures intended to avoid creating conflicts of interest and compromising the independence or integrity of Fitch Ratings’ credit rating activities, as well 
as its ESG rating activities. For a description of the methodology, limitations and disclaimers of Sustainable Fitch’s ESG Ratings, please use this link: 
www.sustainablefitch.com.  

Please note, that individuals identified in an ESG Rating report are not responsible for the opinions stated therein and are named for contact purposes only. A report providing an ESG Rating is neither a 
prospectus nor a substitute for the information assembled, verified and presented to investors by the issuer and its agents in connection with the sale of financial instruments and securities. ESG Ratings are not 
considered investment advice and they are not and should not be considered as a replacement of any person’s own assessment of  the ESG factors related to a financial instrument or an entity. Fitch Ratings does 
not represent, warrant or guarantee that an ESG Rating will fulfil any of your or any other person’s particular purposes or needs. Fitch Ratings does not recommend the purchase or sale of financial instruments 
or securities nor gives investment advice or provides any legal, auditing, accounting, appraisal or actuarial services. ESG Ratings are not an opinion as to the value of financial instruments or securities. Fitch 
Ratings does not audit or verify the accuracy of the information provided to it by any third party for the purpose of issuing an ESG Rating, including without limitation issuers, their representatives, accountants 
and legal advisors and others. Fitch Ratings does not represent, warrant or guarantee the accuracy, correctness, integrity, completeness or timeliness of any part of the ESG Rating. The information in an ESG 
Rating report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, and Fitch Ratings does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its contents will meet any of the requirements of a 
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